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The static and dynamic structure factors of binary Quids in a dilute gel are computed using a two-
dimensional kinetic Ising model. The wetting effect of the gel strands is modeled with "gel atoms"
which are distributed randomly among the spins and impose a field on their neighboring spins, all in the
same direction. The result for the static structure factor shows the presence of adsorption clusters which
mask the gel atoms. The result for the dynamic structure factor shows an extremely slow relaxation at
late times which cannot be fitted in the form of the activated dynamic scaling known for random-field
systems.
PACS nuinber(s): 82.70.Gg, 05.50.+q, 64.60.Cn, 64.60.gb
The behavior of binary Auids in porous media, such as
Vycor glasses and gels, has been studied experimentally
[1—7] and theoretically [8—14], but the disordering eFects
of the media on the static and dynamic behavior of the
binary fluids are not well understood. That is particular-
ly the case for the equilibrium dynamics which is the
main subject of interest in this report. Dierker and
Wiltzius [2] used lutidine-water mixtures embedded in
Vycor glass of pore size 30 A for a dynamic light scatter-
ing experiment. Here the pore size is much smaller than
the correlation length and therefore the system may be
regarded as being in a random-field regime. The results
for the time autocorrelation function do indeed agree re-
markably well with the activated dynamic scaling theory
[13] developed for the random-field Ising models with a
conserved order parameter. The trouble is that such slow
nonexponentia1 relaxations are also observable under
conditions where the effects of media should be negligi-
ble. In a recent experiment, Aliev, Goldburg, and Wu [5]
used samples of carbon disulfate —nitromethane mixtures
embedded in a macroporous glass of pore size 1000 A.
Here the correlation length should be much smaller than
the pore size, but the dynamics remains slower than in
the bulk. Liu et al. [9] suggested treating the glass walls
difFerently, shifting the emphasis from the randomness to
the wetting and confining efFects.
The equilibriums dynamics of binary Auids in gels has
been studied recently by Frisken and Cannell [4] using
Isobuteric acid —water mixtures and very dilute silica gel
networks. Here again, the dynamics begins to slow down
in the one-phase region where the liquid mixture should
still have ample space reasonably free of the gel strands.
Moreover, when the system is brought very close to the
two-phase boundary, an even slower relaxation mode de-
velops which cannot be explained as random-field
behavior.
To the best of our knowledge, there have been no com-
putational efforts to compute wave-vector-dependent
time autocorrelation functions for binary fluids in porous
'Electronic address: lee@whale. st.usm. edu
media. We wish to carry out such a computation here
with a simple model designed to mimic binary fluids in a
dilute gel network. Binary fluids (A +B) are modeled
with ferromagnetic Ising spins and the gel strands with
frozen centers of impurity, henceforth to be called gel
atoms. On an I.XI. square lattice of size I. =256, a total
number of 0.031 gel atoms are distributed randomly
and remain frozen; the spins occupy the rest of the sites.
In order to mimic the wetting effect of the gel strands, the
gel atoms impose a field (chemical potential) on their
nearest-neighbor spins so as to favor one component of
the spins over the other in their vicinity. The Hamiltoni-
an is given by
H= —J g S;SJ+ gh;S;,(i j) i
where S;= + 1 (species A), S;= —1 (species B), and S;=0
(gel atoms), and the symbol (i,j ) limits the sum to
nearest-neighbor pairs of spins only. The field in the
second term is given by h; =hn;, where h is a constant
and n, is the number of nearest-neighbor gel atoms of the
ith spin. The time evolution is governed by the Kawasaki
spin exchange dynamics which only allows exchanges of
nearest-neighbor pairs of opposite spins, thus conserving
the order parameter. The exchange occurs in the Monte
Carlo simulation with probability min [ 1,exp( bH/—
ks T], where AH is the change in energy of the proposed
exchange.
The present model allows much larger clusters of
aligned fields than the random-field Ising models do. To
see this, consider a pair of gel atoms which sit next to
each other. This pair of gel atoms alone affects the sur-
rounding cluster of six spins, all of which receive the
same field in the same direction. The fields are correlated
to a considerable extent and can create far more formid-
able energy barriers than random fields can. In our two-
dimensional model, however, most of the gel atoms are
isolated. In order for them to have an appreciable wet-
ting efFect on the spins, h has to be large. Thus, we
choose h =2 (with J and ks set to unity). The minus
spins will be called wetting spins and the plus spins
nonwetting spins.
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tivated relaxation [13]. For q =15 and 25, the data can
be fitted in this form quite well. For q =50 and 60, the
early-time part of the data may be fitted in the same
form, but the late-time part cannot. The slowly decaying
tai1 suggests that the relaxation is slower at late times
than assumed by Eq. (6) and may be related to the ex-
tremely slow relaxation that Frisken and Cannell [4] ob-
served.
In order to find out how the gel atoms affect the
diffusion process of spins, we have repeated the above
computation without gel toms. The results for the decay
rate 1 =1/rD are shown in Fig. 4. For comparison the
figure also shows P, the ratio of the decay rate with gel
atoms to that without gel atoms. At T =1.35T„the gel
atoms do not seem to have a significant effect on the
diffusion of the free spins. But exanune the behavior of P
in the regime of small q. As the temperature approachesT„the relaxation is notably faster with the gel atoms
than without. At T=1.05T„this is mainly due to the
critical slowing down of the pure system. But since the
trend is observable at temperatures as high as T =1.1T„
it may be a sign of an anomalous diffusion process caused
by the frozen adsorption clusters.
Figure 5 shows one of the two realizations of the gelr»
atom distribution and a typical spin morphology favored
by that realization, at T=1.01T,. First, examine the
gel-poor regions. There are isolated gel atoms, either sin-
gle or in small clusters. The energy barriers posed by the
fields around these gel atoms are basically the same in
magnitude as those in random-field systems and are re-
sponsible for the activated relaxation. Monte Carlo
snapshots show that wetting spins evaporate from, and
condense into, these gel clusters. Next, examine the gel««
rich regions and look for a much larger "supercluster"
which is a large cluster of gel atoms or one consisting of
several small nearby clusters of gel atoms. In this case,
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since adsorption clusters grow from di6'erent parts of the
gel cluster, they tend to trap nonwetting spins between
them as the temperature approaches the two-phase
boundary. The trapped spins look like long winding
channels or closed lakes. Once such a spin configuration
has formed, it remains for a long time. In order to break
up such a large and structured adsorption cluster, the
spins have to overcome a formidable energy barrier since
large scale transport of spins through the channels is re-
quired. We believe that this is the reason for the long-
lasting tail in the autocorrelation function.
In summary, we have computed both static and dy-
namic structure factors for binary fluids in a dilute gel.
The results show that adsorption clusters dominate the
static and dynamic behavior, as found earlier by Frisken,
Ferri, and Cannell [3,4]. It is difficult to speak of the
thickness of the adsorption clusters as they are not firmly
and uniformly frozen. If the thickness can be computed
as an e6'ective quantity in some sense, a renormalization
with the thickness may lead to the ultimate theory. The
results for the dynamic structure factor exhibit a long-
lasting tail in short length scales. The gel atoms occupy
only 3% of the lattice sites, but by forming adsorption
clusters, they effectively occupy far more than 3 %%uo of the
lattice sites, which is the reason for what appears to be a
premature onset of the nonexponential relaxation. More-
over, statistical fluctuations leave large gel-rich regions
here and there. The aligned fields in these regions result
in very large adsorption clusters and ultimately the long-
lasting tail. It is utterly unlikely that one would find such
large clusters of aligned fields in random-field Ising mod-
els of the same system size. But randomness does play an
important role; if the same number of gel atoms were dis-
tributed uniformly rather than randomly, this slow mode
would be absent.
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